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 by Jen SFO-BCN   

Veggie Grill 

"Vegetarian Treat"

A haven for vegetarians, Veggie Grill outlets are present in multiple states

in the USA. Their Seattle outlet on Terry Avenue, like the other

restaurants, offers a range of delicious American fast food with a

difference. Everything on the menu is a hundred percent vegetarian and

there are plenty of vegan options available as well. Low on fats but high

on nutrition, these offerings do not compromise on taste, which keeps the

patrons returning. The prices are quite reasonable, giving people only

more incentive to come.

 +1 206 623 0336  www.veggiegrill.com/  info@VeggieGrill.com  446 Terry Avenue North,

Seattle WA

 by jeffgunn   

Cafe Flora 

"Contemporary Vegetarian Cuisine"

Renowned in the Seattle area and beyond, this vegetarian restaurant has

kept its neighborhood feel. The interior is contemporary and uncluttered.

Dark floors, light wood tables and chairs, big windows and fresh flowers

make Cafe Flora a calming spot. Patrons include upwardly mobile and well-

established residents from the surrounding neighborhoods. Gourmet

tacos, fajitas and Wild Mushroom Curry Pasta grace the always innovative

menu. Start with an artful salad then try a heartier main dish. The

weekend brunch is superb.

 +1 206 325 9100  cafeflora.com/restaurant/c

afe-flora-seattle-vegetarian-

restaurant/

 info@cafeflora.com  2901 East Madison Street,

Seattle WA

 by RitaE   

Georgetown Liquor Company 

"Vegetarian Fare & Thriving Bar"

Vegetarians have finally found a gem in the form of Georgetown Liquor

Company, which caters mainly to vegetarians and vegans. With a dive bar

atmosphere, the place has a laid back vibe. However, one does not come

here for the decor or service; patrons throng this place for its diverse

vegetarian fare as well as relatively cheap drinks. This quirky little

restaurant and bar, features a popular happy hour that draws in quite the

crowd. The legend of the Tempeh Reuben sandwich and Enterprise

Veggie burger with green salad is visible on most of the tables. Whoever

said vegetarianism is boring, should come right here!

 +1 206 402 5367  glcseattle.com/  gtownliqco@gmail.com  5501 Airport Way South,

Seattle WA
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 by bochalla   

Jhanjay Vegetarian Thai Cuisine 

"Thai Vegan/Vegetarian"

The word "jhanjay" in Thai means 'vegetarian dishes,' which is exactly

what you'll find at this Wallingford area Thai restaurant. With no meat on

the menu whatsoever, Jhanjay serves up delicious vegetarian and vegan-

styled Thai staples such as pad thai, green curry and basil fried rice. But

don't think only herbivores enjoy this place – meat-eating patrons

frequently comment that the food at Jahnjay is so good, they don't even

miss the meat!

 +1 206 632 1484  www.jhanjay.com/  eat@jhanjay.com  1718 North 45th Street,

Seattle WA

 by neil conway   

Smarty Pants 

"Plenty of Fun"

Acclaimed for its happy hour prices, this gem of Georgetown is a must-

visit place. It serves delightful sandwiches with both meat and vegetarian

options to them. Vegan varieties are also offered. The menu includes

names like Little Brat for a corned beef sandwich or Fire Cracker for a

turkey sandwich. The Veggie Sub is also a great option. Also famous is the

breakfast menu that feeds crowds of locals on weekends. The venue also

hosts bike races and shows that see lots of locals taking part in them.

Dine outdoors in summer to cherish the light breeze and the pleasant sun

biting into the marvelous food.

 +1 206 762 4777  smartypantsseattle.com/  info@smartypantsseattle.c

om

 6017 Airport Way South,

Seattle WA

 by Lars P.   

Vegan Haven 

"100% Vegan Grocery"

Vegan Haven is, just as the name describes, the premiere destination for

vegans, vegetarians and health-conscious individuals in Washington. The

states only 100% vegan store, Vegan Haven allows shoppers with dietary

restrictions to shop with confidence. Items ranging from prepared food

products to cruelty-free cosmetics and accessories to dairy-free sweet

treats are stocked in abundance at this charming alternative grocery. Best

of all, your money will go to Vegan Haven's parent company, Pigs Peace

Sanctuary. This altruistic organization rescues unwanted pigs and other

farm animals and provides them with a safe, nurturing home, plenty of

grazing land and attentive medical care. A wonderfully stocked store with

a great mission, Vegan Haven is a must stop for vegans and all pig lovers.

 +1 206 523 9060  www.veganhaven.org/  manager@veganhaven.org  5270 B University Way

Northeast, Seattle WA

 by Sebastian Mary   

Pizza Pi Vegan Pizzeria 

"Pizzas for Vegans"

Seattle is not big on vegan dining establishments, and for those who have

those dietary restrictions, it may be hard to come across good restaurants

choices. One of the sole vegan-ventures in the University District, Pizza Pi,

lets vegans enjoy delicious pizzas that are healthy and consciously

prepared. The choices are not limited and apart from pizzas you can also

enjoy great appetizers, salads, sandwiches, calzones and desserts. Must-

trys for those visiting for the first time would have to be the Phoni-

Pepperoni, Southwestern, Rainy Day and Cheesesteak. Also don't forget

to ask for the Santa Cruz Ginger Ale, the best choice from the drinks

selection.

 +1 206 343 1415  www.pizzapivegan.com/  PizzaPiVegan@gmail.com  5500 University Way, Seattle

WA
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